Social Capital’s Private Investments vs the S&P 500
Since 2011, Social Capital has invested more than $1B in private technology companies
all around the world. The returns below are the performance of these private
investments relative to an equivalent investment in the S&P500.
Annualized Percentage Change
As of December 31, 2020

Gross IRR

In S&P 500 with dividends
included

2011 - 2018

29.4%

11.2%

2011 - 2019

32.9%

13.4%

2011 - 2020

33.0%

13.9%

Overall Gain

1,441%

248%

Social Capital’s IPO2.0 SPAC Investments vs the S&P 500
Since 2017, Social Capital has sponsored more than $4B of public SPACs and PIPEs.
The returns below are the performance of these SPACs ($IPOA, $IPOB, $IPOC, $IPOD,
$IPOE, $IPOF) and affiliated PIPEs ($IPOA, $IPOB, $IPOC) had an investment been
made day 1 of each event.
Annualized Percentage Change
As of December 31, 2020

Gross IRR

In S&P 500 with dividends
included

2017 - 2020

64.4%

15.2%

Overall Gain

405%

59%

To the supporters and stakeholders of Social Capital:
This is the third of our annual letters where we discuss our investments, our
observations on the year just passed and other thoughts on technology, markets, and
our mission. I hope you find some value in our views on a very turbulent year and its
implications, as we see it, for the future.
At Social Capital, we partner with entrepreneurs to build hard, useful, additive products
towards a better world. In doing this, we are overwhelmingly attracted to seemingly
intractable problems, steep odds and deep technical risk. Some of these challenges
include:
● Suborbital space travel that can redefine geographies and shrink the gap of time
and distance.
● 3D printing that can create a new manufacturing reality where precision and
safety are a predictable output at low cost and any scale for both big businesses
and startups.
● Cybersecurity products which can contribute reliable data protection and privacy
by protecting important assets from bad actors.
● New chips for machine learning that can enable an entire generation of ambitious
AI applications not even thinkable today.
● Bioinformatics that combine data, diagnostics and compute power to bend the
cost curve of healthcare to deliver better care at lower costs.
Over the past decade, we have made 70 investments in technology companies both
public and private, as well as incubated several others with highly ambitious goals
including the ones above.
In doing so, we hope that we can contribute in some small way to advancing our vision
of a world with an even starting line for everyone; where regardless of religion, gender,
location or socioeconomic status, every human being has the ability to achieve their
potential.
And after ten years in business, we have realized some existential truths. The first is
that technologies and technology companies have unpredictable paths. Some start with
the most ambitious of missions but then turn out to be duds. Others start humbly and
become behemoths. The point is that no matter how a company is started, the only
guarantee is a lot of volatility and unpredictability. The second truth is that to be
successful in this kind of market, we need to be resilient, open minded and focus on
survival above all else. If we survive, have a process we trust and get enough shots on
goal, the results will eventually speak for themselves.

Our Process
“The country needs...and the country demands bold, persistent experimentation...If it
fails, admit it frankly and try another. But above all, try something.”
When people try to dissect our returns, our strategy or our decision making they
invariably focus on the same question: How did we make that decision? Our answer is
usually unsatisfactory to most people. That answer is encapsulated in the FDR quote
above which he gave during his commencement address at Oglethorpe University in
1932.
Our process believes, above everything, in the need to think from first principles.
Without it, thinking is usually superficial, short term or reductive. This kind of thinking
can work in moments but isn’t useful enough to be reliable over long periods of time.
Sustained success, instead, comes from continuous first principles thinking where you
strip things down to the studs and rebuild the logic from scratch - questioning
everything. A process like this is inherently risky: to your capital, to your time and to
your convictions.
To that end, we don’t believe we are a family that has to manage to each other's
emotions. In fact, we strongly believe that we are not a family. We are a team where our
team members strive for individual and group excellence. Above all else, we want
success and are willing to invest our capital, time and skill to get it. Failure is acceptable
but stasis and complacency are not. When we walk into our offices every day, this is the
overarching motivation of our team. It has led to numerous non-obvious, contrarian
decisions throughout our history and many of these have turned out right even if it was
uncomfortable or caused churn in getting there.
In fact, if we look at our investments since we started Social Capital in 2011, a number
of the companies we invested in were non-obvious and didn’t make much sense to our
investing peers. As a result, many of our companies were unable to raise other
institutional capital. But as our capital allowed them to build towards their mission, their
progress became obvious and what sounded crazy suddenly didn’t. In fact as the
progress of our portfolio companies grew, they got the attention of other investors and it
led to more capital to help them thrive.
This has allowed us to build a portfolio of exciting private companies we think will
positively change how our world works. These outcomes are still not guaranteed and
the ones we highlight below will need to continue executing at a high level but their
momentum is increasingly clear.

In 2020, several of our most ambitious companies attracted meaningful quantums of
capital from traditional investors to scale their ambitions and progress.
● Relativity Space aims to 3D print rockets and engines in their gigafactory in
Southern California. By enabling 3D manufacturing for space, they can make
space launch and exploration abundantly available to any company in the world,
a vision we’ve supported since leading their Series A in 2016. Relativity will
attempt to launch its first rocket within the year and has recently raised $500M
from Tiger Global, Fidelity, Baillie Gifford and Senator. They are now the second
most valuable private space company after SpaceX.
● Netskope provides enterprise and business customers visibility and real-time
data protection for network and cloud security. We have been day one investors
in Netskope since 2013 when they started in our offices. In 2020, with enterprise
infrastructure under increased threat from hackers of all types, Netskope
expanded its customer footprint and raised $340M from Sequoia Capital.
● Groq is building a revolutionary chip for machine learning focused on
performance, developer experience and a high degree of determinism. We’ve
been involved with the company since their inception in 2016 and led their Series
A. At the end of 2020, they raised $300M from Tiger Global, D1 Capital, and
others.
● Syapse brings better care to cancer patients by providing real world evidence to
healthcare providers and life science companies, enabling best in class
therapeutics to be available to every patient. We’ve been an integral founding
partner to Syapse since 2011. Recently, Syapse raised $68M to grow its real
world data platform across the US, South Korea, and Japan.
● MeMed is the only company to be able to distinguish between viral and bacterial
infections, and packages the complex signaling of the immune system into
simple diagnostic insights that can be used by doctors every day in a point of
care device. We’re proud to have supported them since 2010. In 2020, MeMed
had meaningful breakthrough studies showing their efficacy and regulatory
support from the FDA.
As we write to you today, we look forward, optimistically, to the future despite its
intermittent calamities. And as the world changes, our tactics will need to constantly
evolve but our terra firma will remain the same: we want to partner with entrepreneurs
who want to solve our generation’s most important issues. In doing so, we are confident
they will generate compounding returns, both economically and socially, for the long
term.
What the hell is going on - 2020 edition

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the
age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the
season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the
winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all
going direct to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way...”
Most of us recognize this as the famous beginning of Charles Dickens’ 1859 novel A
Tale of Two Cities. Dickens wrote about the years leading up to the French Revolution
and is about two men who are, in some ways the same, but in others completely
different. In hindsight, 2020 can be described in equivalent terms.
On the one hand, 2020 was a witness to the ongoing compounding of prosperity, health,
life expectancy and wealth that has symbolized the post World War II 20th and 21st
centuries thus far. But at the same time, through the lens of COVID-19, 2020 introduced
us to the fragility of our lungs, our borders, our institutions and our compassion with
many lives lost and many mistakes made.
In no world was the coronavirus pandemic a blessing but it was instructive. What was
laid bare in the cloud of 2020 was, if taken positively, a roadmap for us to follow if we
want to rebuild that “shining city upon a hill” again.
Globalization as we know it is over
This, in our opinion, is the largest macro force at play coming out of the pandemic, but it
is still poorly understood. First, some history. When historians describe the period from
1980 to 2020, they may initially focus on Paul Volcker’s fight to rein in runaway inflation
but it will quickly move to 1994. In 1994, Deng Xiaoping’s “socialism with Chinese
characteristics” faced a reckoning with the devaluation of the RMB to the US Dollar.
While a currency devaluation may not mean much to most people, the implications of
this one were immense. Overnight, China’s currency became almost 40% more
competitive and the West was flooded with an amazing production surplus. We were
able to buy things made in China at a huge discount, so we bought more and more,
building an insatiable demand of retail consumption.
This currency devaluation also had several advantages for China. With a large
demographic bulge of young people, the government was able to put these hard
working and ambitious people to work in all manner of factories. In turn, these factories
were increasingly running 24 hours per day feeding the West’s insatiable appetite for
consumption - and a virtuous cycle was born. China was then able to take the proceeds
of this activity and invest heavily in its own infrastructure, running massive yearly GDP
gains and eventually becoming the 2nd most important economy in the world.

Other Asian countries, not willing to stand on the sidelines, joined the devaluation fun
and by the turn of the century, we had seen an entire block of countries devalue their
currency relative to the US Dollar further exacerbating the trade deficit/surplus between
the West and Asia.
Then in 2001, the other shoe fell.
With President Bush increasingly pushing for a war in Iraq, he also advocated for China
to become a member of the World Trade Organization. By December of 2001 China
was admitted to the WTO and in November of 2002, China supported the UN Security
Council resolution that created the pretext for the US invasion of Iraq. Within the course
of a few months, the US became distracted by fighting a protracted and oddball war in
the Middle East while China was able to focus on scaling their economy and building
wealth. The US was spending money needlessly while China was saving and investing.
Then, because of China’s admission to the WTO and the normalized trade relations that
came with it, globalization was supercharged. Companies in the West were not just
incentivized to buy cheap Chinese goods, they also had a mechanism to export jobs to,
and invest heavily in, China. All of this, as we know now, ultimately hollowed out the
American middle class, created the Rust Belt, lit the fuse on the opioid crisis and
enabled a resurgence of both left and right populism. The kill shot to globalization came
in 2016 with the election of President Trump - it was the disenchanted protest vote
heard around the world.
“Just in time” was a feature and is now a bug
We should note that despite all of the issues with globalization noted above, we were
not allowed to be anything but positive about globalization until the pandemic.
During the pandemic, facing critical shortages of goods like PPE, it became clear that
globalization had created a fragile ecosystem which was optimized for “just in time”
instead of “under all circumstances”. The former is cheaper and faster while the latter
manages corner cases and reliability despite being inefficient and costly.
Now it’s easy to be anti-globalization and advocate a hyper balkanized world view. But
the problem is that if each country was forced to be self-sufficient, it is akin to
advocating for the Dark Ages. Instead, a more reasonable middle ground is a world
where we value a handful of trading partners for critical resources, metals and supply
chains versus just one. While no one country will get rich quickly under this model, and
while it will likely be more inefficient and cause prices to rise, it will also allow many

countries to create lots of middle class jobs for their populations (ie the circa 2000 China
playbook but for everyone).
Based on this, we see many new investment opportunities in all things “resiliency”. In
rebuilding supply chains for rare earths, battery metals, semiconductors, additive
manufacturing and many other end markets, we believe we will see a resurgence of the
American middle class and our manufacturing prowess. This will also have a secular,
positive impact on commodity prices, as well as creating a new generation of
technology companies who view “under all circumstances” as a feature and “just in
time” as a historical artifact.
Basically, by the end of 2020, we essentially learned that the original manifestation of
globalization was like sugar. In the right quantities, it’s hard to beat, but if there is too
much of it, it will lead to cavities and disease.
We have an epidemic of obesity
Speaking of disease, simply put, the pandemic told us an ugly truth: we are a nation of
overweight and obese people and it's getting worse. At the end of 2020, 42.4% of all
Americans were obese. If being obese wasn’t psychologically and physiologically hard
enough, the pandemic made clear that it was also an acute killer. Of all hospitalized
patients with COVID-19, 78% were overweight or obese. Further, the mortality rate for
this cohort was 20%. Chained probabilities mean that if you are overweight/obese and
you are hospitalized with the next variant of covid you have a (78% * 20%) = 15.6%
chance of dying. And each new year, and with every new variant, you have a new
15.6% chance of dying. At some point, it's impossible to outrun these odds.
We have a responsibility to recognize this as the epidemic that it is and start to address
it in scaleable ways. The most difficult thing to fix, but where tremendous value will
come from, is improvements to our domestic food supply. American’s have become
addicted to cheap food high in sugar, preservatives and other additives. It’s not clear
that there is a sustainable food supply that can be created at the same price point but
this is where we need to invest engineering, science and government resources. It is
possible to imagine a domestic food supply that is rich in nutrients, free of pesticides
and engineered to taste good that can satiate the American palate. If we don’t, and the
next pandemic doesn’t kill us, then over the next few decades, the chronic care of
America’s obese population will.
People have stopped thinking for themselves
Part of what led to our obesity epidemic were lies about fats versus sugars. The issue of
truth has only become more exacerbated. In fact, the most pernicious issue with the

pandemic was how rife it was with a lack of information, disinformation and
misinformation. The often conflicting and inconclusive statements from our institutions:
CDC, WHO, POTUS, FDA disappointed many. Wear a mask. Don’t wear a mask. Clean
surfaces regularly. Surfaces don’t pass COVID-19. Ingest bleach. Don’t ingest bleach.
Don’t take this vaccine because it causes clots. Actually, that’s not true, take it.
As all of this conflicting information was put into the world on the same level playing
field, average people were left to scratch their heads in confusion, paralyzed with fear or
invent their own conspiracy theories to explain it to themselves.
In fact, all of this mis/disinformation had a very sinister result. Instead of making the
issue simpler to understand, we started a dangerous new trend of making science about
interpretation vs facts. Every day of the pandemic, we saw various ways of interpreting
data, facts, cohorts and theories to maximize clicks and confusion and minimize rational
decision making. Even worse, we stopped iterating, we stopped changing our minds
through data and instead we allowed bad decisions to fester because saving face
became more important than good decisions. This is a dangerous trend which will
undoubtedly spill into many other organizations we rely on unless we do something.
In a world of social media where everyone has a megaphone, we need to increasingly
rely on institutions for the truth, not the opposite. But the pandemic has further eroded
this expectation and has drawn opinion lines around science. The implications of this for
future pandemics, natural disasters or broad public agreement on big issues is
concerning - especially as we leave the pandemic, survey the damage and try to return
to normal.
Inequality and climate change are getting worse
If we entered 2020 precariously trying to manage the growing inequality we have in
America, we left with even fewer answers and new levels of anger and discontent. The
trillions of dollars printed by the Federal Reserve in 2020 were critical to ensuring well
functioning capital markets, but it also exacerbated the asset inflation that separates
average Americans from the wealthiest ones. Despite a raging pandemic, large
unemployment and negative GDP, the S&P 500 returned 17.88% in 2020 (with
dividends reinvested). It’s likely that most Americans didn’t feel 17.88% richer or more
secure by the end of 2020 but financial assets seemed to not listen.
At the same time, despite an entire world in a lockdown, the effects of climate change
continued unchallenged. In fact, per NASA, despite much less economic activity, 2020
was not only the warmest year on record, it added to a trend where now the last seven

years have been the warmest seven years on record. At this rate, the impacts to the
Earth’s biodiversity and resource scarcity (food, water) are unavoidable.
BLM
Finally, as we look back on 2020, we need to talk about Black Lives Matter. While we all
want to live in a world where stating the obvious isn’t necessary, this is what millions of
people were forced to do throughout America in 2020. The overwhelming majority of
BLM protests were just that - peaceful statements of disapproval about the status quo.
The reason is that over decades, we have allowed systemic racism and unconscious
bias to affect how an entire class of people are treated - by the justice system, by the
penal system, by the social welfare system, by the education system and the list goes
on - because of the color of their skin. In no reasonable, moral worldview is this
acceptable. Even in the most reductionist worldview, if it could happen to them, then
why not to you? The point is that equality is a pillar of the US democracy...not an
expendable feature that can come and go.
To wit, we can’t fix what we don’t acknowledge and we need to acknowledge that this
has happened and begin the hard work of finding solutions. Again, as in other areas, the
immediate reflexive reaction is to swing the pendulum wildly to the other side which is
what politicizes the issue and stops progress. Is the solution to BLM and improving
policing of black and brown lives to wildly decarcerate? No. It’s a more nuanced middle
ground where you can logically support BLM, training and accountability for police and
law and order all at the same time. I think we will find that this kind of nuance has broad
support across America for the politician willing to take this middle ground.
Insiders vs Outsiders
In all of these issues - inequality, climate change and BLM among many others, lies an
important emerging truth about how, in 2021, solutions can be found and coalitions built.
In order to truly address the root causes of inequality, climate change or systemic
racism we need to acknowledge what brought us here.
Again, some history. The modern media landscape before social media was about a
few, trusted outlets that became the tastemakers for the broad majority of people. If you
didn’t like the opinion of CBS News, you could always switch to ABC or NBC. Through
the social media lens of 2020, having a choice between ABC News, NBC News and
CBS News is akin to the famous Henry Ford quote that:
“Any customer can have a car painted any colour that he wants so long as it is black.”

The implications of this monocultural interpretation of facts and truth were vast and, in
hindsight, somewhat predictable. There were a few outlets (NBC, CBS, ABC) that
catalyzed opinions and views - and as long as they stayed relatively centered, not much
could go wrong. At the same time, it also turned out that systemic injustices would
continue to compound with no obvious way to shine a light on and fix them unless these
three outlets decided to do so.
This hasn’t just been a problem of broadcast TV. In fact, many of the most important
issues of our time were the byproduct of business model decisions within the media
landscape that were poorly thought through, if at all.
Take for example, the rampant inflation in the price of US private universities.
What does this have to do with the media? The prices of US private universities were
relatively stable until they exploded in 1983. As it turns out, 1983 was also the year that
US News & World Report started their Best Colleges Ranking issue. In it, they amplified
artificial markers of admissions exclusivity including selection rate and cost. This fed the
university administrators and parents with a new kind of insecurity that was masterfully,
and perhaps inadvertently, exploited to create the higher education system we now
have. As they sold more ads and sold more copies, entire admissions criteria were
changed in order to rank highly. Heretofore normal parents became “helicopter parents”
all fed by keeping up with the Jones’ who sent their kid to Stanford. Perhaps the team at
US News & World Report were simply trying to sell ads in their magazine and deserve
no blame, but the result is still the same.
The point is that many of our institutions, our biases and status quos have been shaped
by a select group of media insiders who tell us what to know or think. While this isn’t
inherently wrong, in and of itself, it's a system that is under attack. Social media now
allows outsiders to sit on the same level playing field as insiders with insiders
scrambling to find new solutions. If you aren’t convinced, just see what your kids browse
on YouTube.
You can now find your own news, your own tribe, your own calling and feel validated in
a way that wasn’t possible before. We have all become multi-faceted and diverse in our
opinions with room and opportunity to explore the edge cases and think in nuanced
ways. This has also meant that centralized tastemaking and narrative control are the
least valuable it has ever been. For most people, the solution is in getting the facts,
finding the middle ground, de-escalating the rhetoric, being open minded and listening
to one another. The implications of all of this are vast and we are focused on how all of
this may play out, particularly in the financial markets.

On Markets
If 1980-2020 was about rampant globalization, then 2020-2060 will be a moderation of
this dynamic. In part because of demographics. As we start 2021, there has been a
meaningful shift in the demographics of the West vs Asia. Every two years, the median
age in China increases by ~1 year. In America, we are roughly staying the same. As this
has played out over time, the median ages of China and America have now become
equal. But China will continue to age while America remains relatively young over the
next few decades. The scale of this demographic shift means fewer young workers in
China, increased domestic consumption by older Chinese citizens and the attendant
infrastructure needs to deal with an aging population. As China lowers growth to deal
with this trend, the impact on prices should see a reverse of the 1990s and 2000s. In
other words, prices, in general, are more likely to go up than down for traditional
commodities and goods.
Now as we face rising prices, the existential risk in the market is related to inflation. As
inflation goes up so will interest rates which has negative implications to future cash
flows (this disproportionately negatively affects tech companies). That said, an eternal
truth about interest rates, inflation and the like, is that the only way to be immune is to
grow really fast. While it's true that there are cyclical companies to own at certain times
over others during a rising inflationary period, the surest way to survive is to keep
growing faster than the rate of rising costs. To that end, while we are cautious believers
in the case for moderate inflation we remain ardent believers in the case for technology
and growth stocks.
The no man’s land, however, is the slow growing company - whose leadership has
eroded. These are the new quicksands of the public markets and while tantalizingly
offering cheap cash flows, unless that cash can create a new arc of growth for that
company or be invested by that CEO at superior rates of return, it is literally the last puff
of a used cigar that one is best advised to avoid.
On Performance
We had a very strong 2020. Our overall performance in our private investments
remained the same over another full year of operations. Typically we would see some
natural decay in the IRRs as time sets in, however, our private portfolio continues to
compound and is accelerating in value. This is a very exciting dynamic to see and
speaks to how we need to view private technology investing over the next decade.
When we diligence something and believe in it, we need to be prepared to support
nominal to negative IRRs initially while that new investment finds its footing. This is
easier said than done but seeing it play out numerically over the last decade makes our

job much easier than it initially was when this data wasn’t there and all we had was our
intuition. In the public markets, our performance was nothing short of exponential.
Considering the quantity of dollars we are now investing in the public markets, this is a
very exciting time and a new area of growth for us.
Work with us
Many of the opinions raised thus far may or may not fit your world view. That said, we’ve
learned to be, if nothing else, candid. In that spirit, we would be remiss without speaking
directly to entrepreneurs and employees reading this: if you are working on something
hard and useful, we want to meet you. Maybe we can partner with you so you can work
on these ideas in a supportive but challenging environment where a compelling need to
change the world is the priority.
Secrets hidden in plain sight
Finally, as in years past, I’ve tried to be more observant of simple truths that are
presented to me every day. In the crush of day to day life, these secrets are hidden, but
when your mind slows down enough to take them in, their simplicity is worth
internalizing. I offer one of them here:
“Face mask required”
We’ve seen this sign everywhere but what is it really asking of us? Is it about us or
everyone else? Am I supposed to protect myself or is it about being selfless and
protecting others? It’s not always obvious what the point is but after a year of seeing this
sign, one interpretation is that, like many things in life, the answer is in the middle. It’s
both.
Increasingly, in many parts of our life, we are forced to think that we can’t hold two
potentially opposing ideas in our heads at the same time. But the solution to the myriad
complex issues in our life, is to find a middle ground where things aren’t so zero sum.
Keep that in mind as you build for the long run.
And speaking of the long run...

Respectfully,
Chamath Palihapitiya
CEO
May 26, 2021

Disclosures
The opinions expressed in this presentation are current opinions of Social Capital as May 26, 2021 only, and may change without
notice as subsequent conditions vary. Although Social Capital believes that the expectations expressed in this presentation are
accurate and reasonable, actual results could differ materially from those projected or assumed and such projections are subject to
change, and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties.
The information contained in this presentation should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular
security, and it should not be assumed that the securities identified in this presentation, or otherwise related to the information
contained in this presentation, have been or will be profitable. In considering the prior performance information contained in this
presentation, investors should bear in mind that past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. Recipients should not
assume that securities identified in this presentation, or otherwise related to the information in this presentation, are, have been or
will be, investments held by accounts managed by Social Capital. You should verify all claims and conduct your own due diligence
prior to making any investments.
These materials do not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all the information that an investor may desire. These materials are
merely for discussion only and may not be relied upon for making any investment decision. The information provided herein may be
modified or supplemented at any time.
Investors should not construe the contents of this presentation or any prior or subsequent communication from Social Capital or any
of its representatives or affiliates, as legal, tax, or investment advice.
As noted in its letter, Social Capital intends to engage in solely proprietary investment activities for its own account going forward.
Accordingly, this presentation is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy any securities or other investment products.
While all the information contained in this presentation is believed to be accurate, Social Capital makes no express warranty as to
the completeness or accuracy nor can it accept responsibility for errors appearing in the presentation. In particular, certain factual
information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by other parties and Social Capital has not
independently verified such information. Accordingly, neither Social Capital nor any of its affiliates, or employees will be liable to you
or anyone else for any loss or damage from the use of the information contained in this presentation.
The annualized return titled “Annual Percentage Change”, represents the combined annualized internal rate of return based on the
weighted average from the inception of the Social+Capital Partnership, L.P., the Social+Capital Partnership II, L.P., the
Social+Capital Partnership III, L.P., the Social+Capital Partnership Opportunities Fund, L.P. and the Social+Capital Partnership
Opportunities Fund II, L.P., collectively known as “the private funds” through December 31, 2020 on invested capital of each such
fund based on all contributions, and expenses payable from each of the private funds respectively, distributions (including tax
distributions), and net unrealized value of each such fund as of December 31, 2020, which excludes for management fees and other
fees net of each general partner's carried interest (if any). The combined Gross IRR for the private funds is presented from inception
to December 31, 2020, as if all investors contributed capital as of the private funds capital contribution dates. An individual limited
partner's Gross IRR may vary from the reported Gross IRR based upon the specific terms of the capital transactions relating to such
limited partner.
The performance of the IPO2.0 SPAC investments reflects the IRR for equal amounts invested in each SPAC unit at their IPO date
through December 31, 2020. The “overall gain” reflects the IRR compounded beginning from the date of first investment through
December 31, 2020.
The performance from S&P presented “in S&P 500 with Dividends Included” represents the gross return of the S&P as of June 1,
2011 from contribution dates from all private funds through December 31, 2020. The S&P figure is determined using the total dollar
value of the index as of December 31, 2020.

